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[1] The magnetosheath operates as a natural ﬁlter between the solar wind and the
magnetospheric plasma. As a result of this, the magnetosheath plays a crucial role in the
plasma momentum and energy transport from the interplanetary medium into the
magnetosphere. Statistical studies of the magnetosheath are difﬁcult due to the dynamic
nature of the terrestrial bow shock and the magnetopause. As a result of this, the spatial
and temporal dependence of magnetosheath plasma properties under varying solar wind
conditions is still not completely understood. We present a study of magnetosheath
plasma properties using 5 years of THEMIS and OMNI data to produce statistical maps
of fundamental magnetosheath plasma properties. The magnetosheath interplanetary
medium reference frame is applied to present data in a normalized reference frame which
accounts for both boundary and orbital motion. The statistical maps are compared with
the MHD runs from the CCMC-BATS-R-US model which agree favorably. The results
are also used to investigate the presence of any magnetosheath plasma parameter
asymmetries and their possible causes.
Citation: Dimmock, A. P., and K. Nykyri (2013), The statistical mapping of magnetosheath plasma properties based on
THEMIS measurements in the magnetosheath interplanetary medium reference frame, J. Geophys. Res. Space Physics,
118, 4963–4976, doi:10.1002/jgra.50465.
1. Introduction
[2] When the supersonic solar wind encounters the terres-
trial magnetosphere (MSP) the forced rapid deceleration to
subsonic velocities forms a standing shock wave upstream
of the Earth. The region immediately behind the bow shock
(BS) is occupied by the shocked, slower, hotter, and more
turbulent plasma known as the magnetosheath (MS). The
MS extends to the magnetopause (MP) which marks the
boundary separating the MS and the magnetospheric plasma.
As a result of this, the MS can be considered as a natural ﬁl-
ter between the interplanetary and magnetospheric plasma.
This “interface” therefore plays a fundamental role in the
transport of SW plasma into the magnetosphere.
[3] The main process which occurs at the bow shock
front is the redistribution of the upstream kinetic energy
into other degrees of freedom [Sagdeev, 1966; Sagdeev and
Galeev, 1969; Papadopoulos, 1985]. It has been demon-
strated that the nature of these processes is highly sensitive
to shock parameters such as the angle between the shock
normal and the upstream magnetic ﬁeld (‚bn), Mach num-
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ber (Ma), cross-shock potential [Dimmock et al., 2012], and
the spatial scales within the shock transition (e.g., foot,
ramp, and overshoot) [Balikhin et al., 1995; Newbury and
Russell, 1996; Hobara et al., 2010]. Therefore, it is expected
that MS plasma properties are delicately coupled with bow
shock parameters and the induced particle interactions which
take place at the shock front. Having said that, the highly
nonlinear and complex nature of these processes means that
uncovering the true extent of this effect is no trivial task. For
that reason, it is not surprising that a complete understand-
ing of how the SW plasma properties impact the MS plasma
does not currently exist.
[4] Despite the substantial impact that the MS has on
the magnetospheric system, there are surprisingly few large
scale statistical studies devoted to MS plasma properties.
One possible reason for this is the necessity for both in
situ and thorough measurements performed over such a vast
region. Furthermore, the orbital bias and conﬁguration of
spacecraft have to be suitable for such studies. It has been
suggested that data sets originating from multiple missions
could be combined to overcome the lack of data. However,
the contrast in instrument design and calibration makes the
direct comparison of these measurements complicated and
questionable. In spite of this, the dynamic nature of the BS
and the MP are arguably the main obstacle that impedes MS
study. The shape and location of these boundaries respond
directly to variations in the SW, which can make accurate
identiﬁcation of the MS a complicated task. With respect to
case studies, the signiﬁcance of this problem is reduced. On
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the other hand, the continuous motion of the MP and BS
means that direct comparison of MS properties under differ-
ent SW conditions can be unreliable. For that reason, large
scale statistical studies of MS plasma properties are compli-
cated since results presented in frames such at the Geocentric
Solar Ecliptic (GSE) or Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric
(GSM) do not inherently account for any motion of the MS
boundaries. To further complicate matters, the orbital motion
of the Earth must also be accounted for. In addition to this,
it has been suggested [Peredo et al., 1995; Verigin et al.,
2001] that the varying orientation of the interplanetary mag-
netic ﬁeld (IMF) causes a dawn-dusk asymmetry in the BS
location, which results in an asymmetrical MS thickness that
increases tailward. Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simula-
tions are free from these physical restrictions and can go
to considerable lengths to understanding and predicting the
behavior of MS plasma properties. However, their lack of
kinetic physics provides only a limited view. Statistical stud-
ies based on experimental data are useful as they include
both MHD and kinetic physics but are plagued by both
the aforementioned complications and the biased spacecraft
conﬁguration, which are often directed toward the study of
different regions or plasma processes.
[5] Case studies such as that performed by Petrinec et al.
[1997] use observational data to determine the boundary
crossing locations. In this particular work, the authors found
that for the chosen cases, the MS ﬂow speeds were largest
when the angle between the local magnetic ﬁeld and velocity
vectors were more perpendicular. Interestingly, this property
was not observed close to the BS. For the examples studied,
the MS ﬂow speeds did not exceed that of the SW measured
at the time. In this particular study, only several crossings
were analyzed; therefore, observational data was an ideal
method to identify boundary locations. In contrast, studies
of a statistical nature are composed of extremely large data
sets (several years), and therefore, a more automated and
practical approach has to be taken.
[6] Neˇmecˇek et al. [2000] performed a statistical study of
MS ion ﬂux where INTERBALL-1 provided the MS mea-
surements, and WIND behaved as a solar wind monitor.
The authors used the Shue et al. [1998] MP and Formisano
[1979] BS models to determine both boundary locations
based on the SW conditions provided by WIND. These
were then used to transform each spacecraft position from
the GSE frame into a new aberrated frame which was nor-
malized across the MS thickness. They compared model
predicted and measured values of ion ﬂuxes at each point
and found that observations were smaller than or equal to
the model output. It was also suggested that experimental
data saturated when moving from the middle of the MS
toward the BS, whereas model predictions continued to rise.
It was implied that the IMF Bz component controls day-
side MP ion ﬂux but not the nightside. Other statistical
studies of MS plasma properties such as those by Paularena
et al. [2001], Longmore et al. [2005], Verigin et al. [2006],
& Lavraud et al. [2013] have adopted a similar approach by
applying the magnetosheath interplanetary medium (MIPM)
reference frame [Bieber and Stone, 1979]. The boundary
locations are identiﬁed using predetermined models which
allow the calculation of a normalized spacecraft position
vector in a new aberrated frame based on the SW IMF and
velocity vectors. Once all transformations are complete, MS
data can be analyzed as if the MP and BS are stationary.
Paularena et al. [2001] used IMP 8, ISEE, and WIND data
to investigate the plasma density in the MS dawn and dusk
ﬂanks. The result from this study showed a plasma density
dawn-dusk asymmetry which favors the dawnside. Inter-
estingly, this asymmetry was more pronounced during the
solar maximum cycle between 1978 and 1980 than the solar
minimum period of 1994–1997. Longmore et al. [2005] per-
formed a study of MS plasma properties using Cluster data,
and the results from this work also suggests stronger dawn
densities but also higher ﬂow velocities on the dusk ﬂanks.
The authors also imply a tendency for higher ﬂow speeds and
values of density at the BS which decreases with proximity
to the MP. A recent study performed by Walsh et al. [2012]
using Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions
during Substorms (THEMIS) data also supports the results
from Paularena et al. [2001]. In addition to this, their results
also reported larger magnetic ﬁeld and velocity magnitudes
on the dusk ﬂank whereas, on the contrary, ions appear to
be hotter on the dawn ﬂank. Evidence of dawn ion temper-
ature asymmetry was also suggested by Wing et al. [2005]
in which cold component ions were 30%–40% hotter on
the dawnside of the magnetospheric plasma sheet. Although
the IMF has direct control over the quasi-parallel (‚k) and
quasi-perpendicular (‚?) regions of the BS and asymme-
tries have been observed during these regimes, Longmore
et al. [2005] observed no dependence of these asymmetries
on the IMF orientation. An explanation of this could be due
to the orbital bias of the Cluster mission which favors a
polar orbit, but it is also likely that other physical processes
have a pivotal role in the presence of these asymmetries. In
a study by Lavraud et al. [2007], strong plasma bulk ﬂows
were observed in the MS, which exceeded present SW con-
ditions. These ﬂows were not caused by reconnection but
possibly arose due to a magnetic “sling-shot” effect orig-
inating from enhanced magnetic forces during low ˇ and
low Alfvén Mach number SW conditions. A recent study by
Hietala et al. [2012] has shown that supersonic ﬂows can
also be present downstream of the bow shock. The presence
of such ﬂows was attributed to the rippling behavior of the
shock front.
[7] The THEMIS mission was launched in 2007 with
the scientiﬁc objective of studying the onset of magneto-
spheric substorms. The nature of this task meant that the
THEMIS probes were placed in varying orbits with apogees
ranging from around 10 Re to around 30 Re translating to
orbital period of 1 to 4 days [Frey et al., 2008]. A use-
ful attribute from this conﬁguration is the availability of
measurements in the far tailward direction, which are not
available from other missions. Although this mission was
completed in 2010, the probes are still operational and con-
tinue to transmit data which culminates in an extensive 5
year database containing in situ observations of the mag-
netosphere and the surrounding plasma environment. The
abundance of measurements, comprehensive coverage, and
favorable orbital bias therefore make the THEMIS database
well suited to statistical studies of the MS. The follow-
ing manuscript presents a statistical study of MS plasma
properties using THEMIS as a source for MS measure-
ments in combination with OMNI data sets acting as an
upstream SW monitor. We apply the MIPM reference frame
to bin experimental data so that boundaries are considered
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stationary and thus allows the comparison of MS obser-
vations collected under different SW conditions. Statistical
data sets are compiled from MS observations spanning a
5 year (2007–2013) period, which are then binned into
a square grid-space (0.5 Re  0.5 Re) to produce sta-
tistical maps of magnetic ﬁeld, plasma velocity, and ion
density. The experimental results will be compared with the
output from MHD simulations and any discrepancies will
be discussed.
[8] The following manuscript will be structured as fol-
lows. Section 2 will introduce the methodology that is used
to convert data in the GSE frame to the MIPM frame.
Section 3 will provide a description of the experimental
and theoretical resources required to complete this work.
Section 4 will discuss the technical aspect of this study in
terms of the data processing required to obtain our statisti-
cal data. This section will also cover the selection criteria
employed when selecting appropriate MS measurements.
Finally, the results will be presented and compared with
the output from the CCMC BATS-R-US MHD simula-
tions. Discussion of the results in context with the scien-
tiﬁc implications will follow and the ﬁnal conclusions will
be drawn.
2. Conversion From the GSE to the MIPM
Reference Frame
[9] The following section describes the methodology
applied to transform the location of each THEMIS probe
initially in the GSE frame, to the required MIPM reference
frame. The MIPM frame is an extension of the geocentric
interplanetary medium (GIPM) frame [see Verigin et al.,
2006, and references therein] which has an x axis (ex)
antiparallel to the upstream solar wind.
ex =
[–Vx, –Vy – Ve, –Vz]p
Vx2 + (Vy + Ve)2 + Vz2
(1)
ex removes the Earth’s orbital velocity (Ve) and thus accounts
for the orbital motion. The y axis (ey) is primarily dictated by
the IMF conﬁguration which accounts for the BS asymmetry
present in the terminator plane.
ey =

–B + (B  ex)ex/|B – (B  ex)ex|, if(B  ex) > 0,
+B – (B  ex)ex/|B – (B  ex)ex|, if(B  ex) < 0, (2)
The three-axis set is then ﬁnally completed by performing
the cross product between ex and ey
ez = ex  ey (3)
In equations (1) and (2), the variables V and B represent the
SW velocity and magnetic ﬁeld strength respectively mea-
sured in the GSE frame. For the majority of cases (PS IMF),
the GIPM frame differs only slightly from the GSE frame
(few degrees); however, the main discrepancy is the change
in the orientation of ey and ez when the IMF conﬁguration
switches from PS to OPS.
[10] The MIPM reference frame consists of a zenith
angle (), clock angle (), and a radial fraction distance
Fmipm( ,) which is a function of the latter two angles
(see Figure 1). The angles  and  are deﬁned by the
geometry between the GSE position vector R, and the GIPM
ex,y,z axes, i.e.,
 = arccos((R  ex)/|R|)
 = arctan((R  ez)/(R  ey)) (4)
In practice the full range (0 ! 2) of  and  is obtained
using the perspective from ez and ex respectively. The frac-
tional distance (Fmipm) is a function of both  and , which
can be described as a normalized distance across the model
MS. The calculation of Fmipm therefore requires knowledge
of the geocentric distance from the probe location, to the BS
(rbs) and MP (rmp). First, rbs is estimated from the BS model
by Verigin et al. [2001].
rBS cos( ) = r0 +  + Rs(Mas2 – 1)
–0.5(1 – )rBS sin( )
q
Mas2 – 1
–Rs(Mas2 – 1)K (5)
and second, rmp is calculated from the MP model by Shue
et al. [1998].
rMP = r0

2
1 + cos( )
˛
(6)
To maintain continuity, we refer you to Appendix A for a full
description of the variables present in equations (5) and (6).
It is worth noting that the solution of equation (5) requires
downstream measurements directly behind the BS nose.
Although various spacecraft inside the MS could be used
to obtain this information, the occasions where spacecraft
would be located at appropriate locations are uncommon,
thus making statistical studies very difﬁcult. Therefore, to
obtain an estimate of the upstream/downstream density ratio
(), we use the Rankine-Hugoniot relations [Verigin et al.,
2001] assuming a ratio of speciﬁc heats value of  = 5/3.
[11] The fractional distance (Fmipm) is therefore the nor-
malized distance at R, measured between rmp and rbs, i.e.,
Fmipm =
|R| – rMP
rBS – rMP
(7)
Fmipm can therefore be broken down as follows
Fmipm =
8ˆˆˆ
<
ˆˆˆ:
(0 ! 1), MS,
(< 0), MSP,
(> 1), SW,
(1), BS,
(0), MP,
(8)
Fmipm serves two purposes as it can be used, ﬁrst, to deter-
mine what region the probe occupies and, second, when
0  Fmipm  1 the magnitude of Fmipms is a direct indication
of the distance across the MS. Each data point undergoes
the transformation from the GSE frame into MIPM frame,
and the details of this process will be discussed in the
proceeding sections.
[12] The MIPM reference frame differs signiﬁcantly in
comparison with the GSE frame. Crucially, in the MIPM
frame, the IMF orientation plays a crucial role in the place-
ment of statistical data points. Principally, data points are
organized with respect to the shock geometry resulting from
the IMF conﬁguration. For example, under a parker-spiral
(PS) IMF, the points conform to the typical GSE dawn (‚k)-
dusk(‚?) conﬁguration. However, under an ortho-Parker
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Figure 1. A single spacecraft location represented in the MIPM frame. (left) The zenith angle in an XY
plane. (right) The clock angle in the YZ plane.
spiral (OPS) IMF, the points are then anticorrelated with
the GSE frame and are placed in a dawn(‚?)-dusk(‚k)
arrangement. Therefore, the dawn-dusk terminology will be
replaced with ‚? and ‚k where ‚? ! Ymipm > 0 and ‚k
! Ymipm < 0. Owing to the fundamental role that the BS
plays on the formation of the MS plasma, presenting data
with respect to shock geometry is quite intuitive. On a sta-
tistical basis, it prevents the overlap of plasma properties
which have been transmitted under different shock conﬁgu-
rations. This attribute will help to investigate the dependence
of MS plasma properties on shock geometry dictated by the
IMF orientation.
3. Data Sets and Instrumentation
[13] All of the measurements inside the MS originated
from the comprehensive array of instrumentation onboard
each of the ﬁve THEMIS probes [Angelopoulos, 2008]. This
study utilizes the complete available period which spans
a time interval between 2007 and 2013. Estimates of the
magnetic ﬁeld in the MS were provided by the ﬂuxgate mag-
netometer (FGM) instrument [Auster et al., 2008] onboard
each spacecraft. Each FGM instrument provides full three-
axis magnetic ﬁeld measurements at a maximum cadence
64 vec/s with the capability to detect perturbations of 0.01
nT. Such a high resolution and sensitivity is surplus to our
requirement and for that reason, spin resolution ( 3 s) FGM
data are used. The remaining plasma properties of veloc-
ity (Vms), density (Nms) and pressure (Pms) are all acquired
from the THEMIS plasma moment ﬁles which are calculated
onboard by the moments for Electrostatic Analyzer (ESA)
instrument [McFadden et al., 2008]. The associated derived
quantities such as plasma ˇ are also calculated from these
data sets.
[14] All SW measurements are taken from the OMNI
(http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov) database which is con-
structed from both magnetic ﬁeld and plasma measurements
recorded by the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE)
[Stone et al., 1998], Wind [Acuña et al., 1995], Interplan-
etary Monitoring Platform-8 (IMP 8) and Geotail missions
[King and Papitashvili, 2005]. The purpose of this database
is to provide continuous estimates of magnetic ﬁeld and
plasma moments at the bow shock nose ( 15 Re). These
measurements are not in-situ but are propagated from the
upstream spacecraft positions to the BS nose using the BS
model by Farris and Russell [1994]. In the present study
these measurements are required for two purposes, ﬁrstly
in the process when converting from the GSE frame to the
MIPM frame, and secondly as a method to bin MS data
under different SW conditions (eg. IMF orientation). These
data are available in low resolution of 1 hr, 1 day and 27 days
which cover the period from 1963 to the present day. Higher
resolution data ﬁles of 1 and 5 minute vec/sec are also avail-
able which start from the later date of 1995. All of the OMNI
data gathered for this study were taken from the monthly 1
minute data ﬁles over the corresponding THEMIS duration.
[15] All the simulated results presented later in this
manuscript were produced by the BATS-R-US [Tóth
et al., 2005] MHD model, which is available through
the Community Coordinated Modeling Centre (CCMC)
(http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov).
4. Data Processing and Selection Criteria
[16] For each MS data point there has to be corresponding
SW conditions so that an accurate position of the MP and BS
can be provided. Because the boundary locations are used
directly in the transformation from the GSE to the MIPM
frame, any error induced in their estimation will be trans-
ported directly to the placement of points in the statistical
data set. The main concern here, is the spatial and tempo-
ral “lag/offset,” which takes place between the BS nose and
the physical probe location. Another possible introduction
of error could arise from transient perturbations in the SW,
which would result in an inaccurate estimate of the ambient
SW conditions. To overcome these difﬁculties, we select a
20 min window (˙ 10 min) surrounding each 1 min OMNI
measurement. To provide an estimate of the SW conditions,
each plasma property is averaged within each window. If
there is less than 50% of data available within any given win-
dow, this period is ﬂagged and excluded from the following
statistical data set.
[17] For each averaged OMNI window, the correspond-
ing THEMIS data is identiﬁed. THEMIS state data ﬁles are
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used to obtain the location of each THEMIS probe in the
GSE frame (R). At each available R, the MS boundary posi-
tions are calculated from equations (5) and (6) and then
converted to the MIPM reference frame using equations (4)
and (7). These calculations are based on the 20 min aver-
aged OMNI data and are only included if the above criteria
are met. Following this, to “smooth” the MS measurements,
a 3 min (˙ 90 s) windowed average is also applied for each
plasma property corresponding to each THEMIS position.
The criterion demanding at least 50% window coverage is
still applied.
[18] In addition to adequate coverage, the ﬂuctuation of
each MS parameter within each window is also a concern.
During periods where a large variation of any parameter
takes place, then it would be desirable to eliminate these
cases from our results. However, each plasma property is
measured on a different scale, which means that measuring
the ﬂuctuation/turbulence is subjective to the property which
is being observed. To facilitate the direct comparison of vari-
ous plasma properties, the data has to be normalized so units
or scale are no longer a concern. Thus, the z score of each
data point within all windows is evaluated. The Z score is a
dimensionless quantity which represents any sample in mea-
sures of standard deviations (	) from the mean (
) derived
from the larger population, i.e.,
Zw =
Xw – 
p
	p
(9)
The subscripts w and p refer to the window and larger pop-
ulation, respectively. The larger population is assumed to be
the 24 h data set that the window is comprised. This process
allows comparison of different plasma observations by nor-
malizing each data window. The standard deviation of each
z-window must conform to Zwin < 1 to be within acceptable
limits. However, if Zwin > 1,then the data window is ﬂagged
and therefore omitted.
[19] The MS data is then extracted based on the magni-
tude of Fmipm (i.e., 0  Fmipm  1.). All individual probe
databases are then merged to form the complete statistical
database. The conversation from the GSE to MIPM frame is
dependent on the accuracy of the BS and MP models, which
are evaluated for each data point. However, no model is
100% accurate, and it is inevitable that the misidentiﬁcation
of SW and MSP points will take place. Arguably, the BS can
be considered a more dynamic boundary than the MP as its
evolution is much more vulnerable to changes in upstream
plasma conditions. As a result of this, we include check con-
ditions which attempt to eliminate SW data points that were
misidentiﬁed in earlier stages. We rely on the velocity ratio
(Vd/s = VMS/VSW) measured upstream and downstream of
the terrestrial bow shock. In our results, we do not include
data points where the MS velocity exceeds that of the SW
velocity. It has to be mentioned that previous studies have
shown that it is possible for supersonic ﬂows to exist due to
processes such as rippling of the shock surface [see Hietala
et al., 2012]. In addition to this, Lavraud et al. [2007]
reported cases where this condition can be violated during
conditions such as high SW velocities (1000+ km/s in the
MS, while only 650 km/s in the SW). However, the focus
of this work is directed toward mapping the global MS pro-
ﬁle, and therefore, the occurrence of these points should be
less in comparison to standard SW conditions and should not
impact our results.
[20] For each MS measurement, there is a corresponding
estimate of the instantaneous SW conditions. The avail-
ability of these measurements allows the extraction of MS
measurements for various SW conditions such as IMF orien-
tation, density and velocity, etc. It is also possible to combine
multiple upstream conditions to create custom statistical
data. However, as the parameterization becomes more strin-
gent, then subsequently less amount of data becomes avail-
able. Therefore, a “trade-off” arises between the amount of
preﬁltering which can be performed and is controlled by the
amount of statistical data available. It is worth noting that a
useful property of this methodology is the ability to reverse
the process and isolate speciﬁc SW conditions by extracting
speciﬁc MS plasma properties. Following the compilation of
the statistical data described in the preceding text, the full
database is then ﬁltered with respect to various SW condi-
tions to form multiple statistical databases unique to various
upstream SW conditions. These data sets can then be pro-
cessed individually to produce experimental maps of the MS
representing various SW plasma properties.
4.1. Binning of Experimental Data
[21] At this point, the MIPM data points are represented
by mipm, mipm, and Fmipm, which is not ideally suited for
binning into a cartesian grid space. Therefore, they are con-
verted to a cartesian coordinate system based on averaged
upstream conditions derived from the distributions displayed
in Figure 2. However, initially, Fmipm has to be denormalized
and expressed as a physical quantity Rmipm. The following
expression describe this conversion:
Rmipm = Rmp* + [Fmipm(Rbs* – Rmp*)] (10)
where the superscript asterisk (*) denotes that these values
are calculated using average SW conditions. This conver-
sion is purely used as a means to bin the statistical data sets.
Although average SW conditions are used, the boundary and
orbital motion have already been accounted for in the initial
frame conversion in equations (4) and (7). A MIPM grid-
space is then constructed for the MIPM XY plane between
–50 ! 20 Re along the Xmipm direction, and ˙ 50 Re along
the Ymipm axis. Although the grid dimensions can be var-
ied, this current study uses a grid dimension of 0.5 Re  0.5
Re. This was speciﬁed as it provided the best overall trade
off between data availability (within each grid) and resolu-
tion for the maps. Increasing the resolution (decreasing grid
dimension) also has a signiﬁcant effect on the computational
expense required to process each statistical database. The
binning process assigns each individual data point to a cor-
responding bin. In the rare event that a point falls on the
boundary between multiple grids, then this point is included
in all bins to which the boundary is shared. Once that all
points have been processed, each individual grid is aver-
aged (for all plasma properties) to provide a weight. The grid
space is then plotted based on the shading of each grid where
the color reﬂects the bin weight.
5. Results
[22] The preceding text has outlined the methodology
used to complete this study. The current section will discuss
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Figure 2. Histograms showing the distribution of SW conditions compiled from OMNI data correspond-
ing to the time interval when at least one of the THEMIS probes were in the MS.
the results which were obtained from the application of these
processing techniques to over 5 years of THEMIS measure-
ments. Statistical maps are presented for plasma velocity,
magnetic ﬁeld, and density, and in addition to this, simulated
MHD results are also provided for the same quantities.
5.1. Solar Wind Data
[23] Figure 2 shows the distribution of SW plasma prop-
erties for the full statistical data set (no preﬁltering) recorded
when the ﬁve THEMIS probes traversed the MS. The his-
tograms from Figures 2a and 2b show the distribution of the
x and y components of the IMF vectors compiled from the
OMNI database. Both of the distributions differ by a distin-
guishable “bump” located at +2.5 nT and –2.5 nT for Bx and
By, respectively. The signiﬁcant result from these statistics is
that they provide evidence that the IMF is predominantly in
the PS orientation. The shift from a PS to a OPS IMF orien-
tation is of primary concern as it directly controls allocation
of the quasi-perpendicular and quasi-parallel regions of the
BS. Therefore, statistically, in the GSE frame YGSE > 0 rep-
resents a quasi-perpendicular BS geometry and YGSE < 0
a quasi-parallel. As a result, the majority of downstream
plasma has been processed under this conﬁguration. In con-
trast, the distribution of Bz shown in Figure 2c appears to be
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Figure 3. Statistical maps compiled for the y component of plasma velocity for IMF orientations of (a)
PS and (b) OPS, respectively.
well characterized by a standard normal distribution with no
distinct features. This suggests the majority of IMF vectors
compiled for this study consist of small (˙ 1 nT) to negligi-
ble Bz components. The signiﬁcance of Bz can be understood
from equations (2) and (4), because any signiﬁcant increase
in Bz will rotate a MIPM point out of the XY plane. The
small concentration of Bz (–2.5 ! 2.5) suggests this should
not have a notable effect on the statistical maps.
[24] Figure 2h shows the distribution of the magnitude of
the SW plasma velocity vectors. The histogram is clearly
centered around 350 km/s, which is representative of typ-
ical SW conditions. There are speeds which are in excess
of 700 km/s, but their occurrence is signiﬁcantly reduced
in comparison to lower velocities. Nevertheless, these high
velocities have been previously reported due to the pres-
ence of CMEs and similar phenomena. The histogram which
shows the distribution of Alfvén Mach number (Figure 2i)
suggests that the mean value is approximately 10 and the
vast majority of data falls in the range between 5 and 15. The
magnetosonic Mach number is distributed around a mean
value of 6 which can be seen from the histogram. Although
the majority of magnetosonic Mach numbers are between 4
and 8, during extreme cases, they can exceed 9. The aver-
age SW ion temperature is approximately 3  105 K but ion
temperatures can reach beyond 25  105 K in some cases.
The SW proton density shown in Figure 2l suggests a distri-
bution that is gathered around 2–3 cm–3, and the majority of
data varies between 2 and 10 cm–3.
5.2. Magnetosheath Plasma Velocity
[25] Figure 3 represents the y component of plasma veloc-
ity in the MS during intervals where the IMF is PS and
OPS. Figures 3a and 3b represent the statistical data binned
only for PS and OPS IMF, respectively. In the GSE frame,
the plasma ﬂow along the GSE y direction is typically posi-
tive and negative on the dusk and dawn ﬂanks, respectively.
Notably, this feature is independent of the PS and OPS IMF
orientation. This particular observation is very useful as it
provides direct and graphical means of validating the place-
ment of points in the MIPM frame. Under a PS IMF, the
MIPM frame differs by only a few degrees to the GSE
frame, but this cannot be said for the OPS case. The obvious
exception is that whereas GSE points correspond directly to
their spatial coordinates, the MIPM frame sorts data with
respect to upstream IMF orientation and thus BS geome-
try. For example, under a typical PS IMF, the statistical
results should coincide directly with the expected results.
On the contrary, when the IMF is in an OPS conﬁgura-
tion, then the BS geometry has changed and, therefore, we
would expect the statistical maps to reﬂect this by placing
positive ﬂow velocities in the Ymipm < 0 region and nega-
tive in the Ymipm > 0 ﬂank. The allocation of statistical data
in the MIPM frame is clearly demonstrated by the differ-
ences between Figures 3a and 3b. In addition to this, both
the experimental ﬁgures show that velocity at the BS nose
is approximately zero, which then increases (in ˙ direction)
downtail to around ˙150 km/s, which is typical of the MS
proﬁle and consisted of MHD simulations (not shown). The
purpose of Figure 3 is to demonstrate the placement of points
in the MIPM frame.
[26] The normalized magnitude of the MS plasma veloc-
ity is demonstrated by Figure 4. Figures 4a and 4b represent
the statistical results for all available data whereas Figure 4d
shows MS plasma velocity for a PS IMF obtained from the
CCMC BAT-R-US MHD code. Figures 4a and 4b represent
the mean and median of all points which fall into each 0.5
 0.5 Re bin. Figure 4c, on the other hand, demonstrates
the number density of data points collected within each bin
(cc). Please note that the experimental values have been nor-
malized by their simultaneous upstream velocities whereas
the MHD result has not. The statistical plots conform with
the expected MS velocity proﬁle where slowest velocities
are located at the BS nose and then increased tailward. The
velocity also appears to decrease from the BS to the MP.
Average velocities at the MP stagnation point are  0.15
however in close vicinity to the BS nose typical values peak
around 0.25. When moving away from the BS nose into a
thicker MS, these quantities increase to 0.5 (Xmipm  5 Re)
before reaching 0.7 at the dayside/nightside terminator. Fur-
ther tailward, there is a notable increase from 0.7 to a region
where quantities average 0.9. This acceleration is expected
from simulated results which imply that the MS velocity
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Figure 4. Statistical maps for normalized MS velocity magnitude for all experiment data using the (a)
mean and (b) median averages of data, which falls into each 0.5  0.5 Re bin. (c) The count per bin (cc)
and (d) the MHD simulated result for MS plasma velocity magnitude in km/s during a PS IMF orientation.
eventually “catches up” with the SW far enough downtail.
The velocity proﬁles based on experimental data (Figures 4a
and 4b) exhibit these described characteristics. Reference to
Figures 4a and 4b suggests that the MS velocity is on aver-
age greater on the ‚? ﬂank. In the GSE frame, this would
correspond to the dusk region of the MS for PS and dawn
for OPS IMF. The velocity asymmetry does not appear to
be present between the BS nose and the terminator but is
particularly visible in the area encompassed between –10 
Xmipm  5 Re. Far downtail ( –40 Re), the velocity proﬁle
on each side tends to unity and this asymmetry becomes even
less apparent. There is a clear discrepancy between the data
binned in the ‚k ﬂank for the mean and median averages.
The median bins appears to show slightly higher velocities
than the mean values from around –10 Re tailward. Hav-
ing said that, the velocity on the ‚? ﬂank is still higher
than the ‚k ﬂank in the region close to the terminator (–10
Re ! 5 Re) and the same conclusion can be reached for
either statistical plots. The small blue region in Figure 4b on
the ‚k ﬂank at –20 Re appears to be an artiﬁcial result and
sensitive to the mean/median averages but does not inter-
fere with our interpretation of this data. The most signiﬁcant
outcome from the median average is that this asymmetry
appears to disappear tailward beyond –20 Re. Reference to
Figures 4a and 4b implies that there is agreement showing
that the observed velocity asymmetry is most prominent in
the region close to the terminator. Reference to Figure 4c
shows that around the region of interest, there is the most
comprehensive data coverage with typically 30–50+ points
contributing to each bin. In general, the dayside has the most
extensive coverage which then decreases tailward.
5.3. Magnetosheath Ion Density
[27] Figure 5 represents the statistical and simulated
results for plasma ion density. The arrangement of this ﬁgure
is the same as Figure 4. Statistical data in Figures 5a and
5b have been normalized by their upstream values, whereas
the simulated results in Figure 5d express the number den-
sity per cm3. Results based on statistical and simulated data
show a region of high density that extends between the BS
nose and Xmipm  –5. During this region, the normalized
and physical values are approximately 5 and 10, respec-
tively. Around the day/night terminator, the region of high
density diminishes, and typical normalized values are  2.5
and 7.5 in the simulated case. The density far downtail
(Xmipm < –30) eventually matches the SW value in regions
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Figure 5. Statistical maps for normalized ion density for all experiment data using the (a) mean and (b)
median averages of data, which falls into each 0.5  0.5 Re bin. (c) The count per bin (cc) and (d) the
MHD simulated result for MS ion number density per cm3 during a PS IMF orientation.
within relatively close proximity to the MP ( 5 Re) on
both ﬂanks. The MHD result shows a similar feature but sug-
gests that a small asymmetry is present at the dawn ﬂank
(Ygse < 0). In its present form, the statistical maps exhibit
no tangible evidence of ‚? – ‚k asymmetry in either mean
or median averaged statistical data. The data compiled only
for the OPS IMF conﬁguration (not shown) exhibit very
similar features as mentioned above and also does not sug-
gest any strong asymmetry about the Xmipm axis. The data
coverage in Figures 5 and 4 are very similar, which sug-
gests that the absence of any observed asymmetry should not
be a consequence of data coverage. There are also negligi-
ble differences between the mean and median bin values in
Figures 5a and 5b suggesting that this result is not the result
of statistical averaging.
5.4. Magnetosheath Magnetic Field Strength
[28] Figure 6 shows the MS magnetic ﬁeld strength with
the same arrangement as Figures 3 and 4. Figures 6a and
6b represent the statistical mean and median averaged bins
whereas Figure 6c shows the count per bin. Figure 6d repre-
sents the simulated result for a PS IMF. In the experimental
case, the values have been normalized with respect to their
upstream counterpart. The MHD run shows a region of
enhanced magnetic ﬁeld close to the MP and BS nose. This
region is consistent with the build up of magnetic ﬁeld typ-
ically associated with the MP stagnation point. Moreover,
when moving from the MP toward the BS, there is a gen-
eral decrease of magnetic ﬁeld strength. In the region past
the terminator downtail, this feature gets less obvious and
forms a steady band of  8 nT on the ‚? (GSE dusk) ﬂank.
There is a clear asymmetry in the MHD run which shows
that magnetic ﬁeld strength is clearly stronger on the dusk
ﬂank during PS IMF conditions and is clearly noticeable in
the region between 0 Xmipm  5 Re. Interestingly, for the
simulated case during an OPS IMF (not shown), this asym-
metry manifests on the opposite dawn ﬂank. Therefore, in
the simulated environment, MHD theory shows enhanced
magnetic ﬁelds, which favor the region processed by the
quasi-perpendicular shock. In comparison with the exper-
imental results, there are remarkably similar features. The
enhanced ﬁeld close to the MP at the BS nose is clearly dis-
tinguishable. In Figure 6a, there is clearly a greater magnetic
ﬁeld strength on the ‚? ﬂank, which is most noticeable
in the areas close to the terminator. Downtail and close
to the MP, the magnetic ﬁeld strength gradually decreases
which is also suggested by the MHD result. Both mean
and median averaged data sets exhibit the same general
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Figure 6. Statistical maps for normalized magnetic ﬁeld magnitude for all experiment data using the (a)
mean and (b) median averages of data, which falls into each 0.5  0.5 Re bin. (c) The count per bin (cc)
and (d) the MHD simulated result for MS magnetic ﬁeld magnitude in nT during a PS IMF orientation.
magnetic ﬁeld proﬁle outlined above. In addition to this,
they both indicate stronger magnetic ﬁeld strengths present
on the ‚? ﬂank around the terminator. In support of this
observation, Figure 6c demonstrates that there is adequate
data coverage in this area. It should also be noted that
there are some discrepancies between the mean and median
averaged data which can be seen on the ‚k ﬂank close to
the BS around he terminator and downstream. Since these
appear sensitive to the mean and median average techniques,
then these are likely to be statistical but do not affect our
results. There are also enhancements around Xmipm  –20,
which seem to manifest in both mean and median averaged
data sets.
6. Discussion
[29] The work described in this manuscript has several
objectives. (1) From a technical standpoint, we wished to
address the problem of boundary motion with regards to
presenting large statistical data sets of the MS. (2) The
methodology would be used to produce statistical maps of
various MS plasma parameters which could be compiled
for speciﬁc upstream conditions. (3) The statistical data
was to be used to investigate the presence of asymmetries
of magnetic ﬁeld, density, and velocity, which had been
previously reported.
[30] Objective (1) was approached by the application of
the MIPM reference frame [see Paularena et al., 2001;
Neˇmecˇek et al., 2003; Longmore et al., 2005; Verigin et al.,
2006] where variations in the MS thickness are addressed
by representing data points using the fractional distance
across the MS calculated by MP and BS models by Shue
et al. [1998] and Verigin et al. [2001], respectively. Data
expressed in the MIPM frame means that statistical data can
be compiled under the assumption that MS boundaries are
stationary. Throughout the processing of all statistical data,
signiﬁcant measures were taken to maintain the integrity of
the ﬁnal statistical data sets. This was achieved using strict
selection criteria imposed on all data windows prior to their
inclusion in our results. Objective (2) was addressed by bin-
ning the compiled statistical data into a cartesian grid space,
which allowed statistical data to be presented for various
upstream conditions. These maps were validated and ana-
lyzed by comparison with simulated MS proﬁles from the
CCMC BATS-R-US MHD model. Experimental maps were
produced for the magnetic ﬁeld, density, and velocity to
provide means of investigating the asymmetries mentioned
in objective (3).
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6.1. Plasma Velocity
[31] The purpose of Figure 3 is, ﬁrst, to demonstrate the
arrangement of data points in the MIPM and GSE frames
and, second, to provide a means of validation for data point
placement. The conclusions which should be drawn from
these plots are, ﬁrst, the obvious MIPM dependence on BS
geometry controlled by the IMF vector, and second, the
conﬁdence in the accuracy of the statistical data.
[32] Presented in Figure 4 was the MS velocity proﬁle
based on experimental data and MHD theory. The plots
based on our statistical data (Figures 4a and 4b) show faster
MS ﬂow velocities on the ‚? ﬂank particularly in the region
close to the terminator. Both of the statistical data based on
mean and median averaged bins show good agreement with
this result. As these statistical data are binned predominantly
under a PS IMF, we also compiled OPS data (not shown), but
these maps showed little to no clear indication of this asym-
metry. There are possible reasons for this however, ﬁrst,
existing studies [Longmore et al., 2005; Walsh et al., 2012]
that also observed this asymmetry were not able to ﬁnd any
strict relationship to IMF. Second, there is signiﬁcantly less
statistical data for the OPS case, which results in less global
and local (data per bin) data coverage which could easily
skew these results. Finally, as cases of OPS are typically
shorter in duration, then the statistics of these events may
be sporadic, which could suggest that certain features do not
have ample time to manifest in these results. Arguably, a
more quantitative based technique would be more applicable
to this investigation based on extended periods of OPS IMF
conditions. However, since MHD theory predicts a symmet-
ric velocity proﬁle, the driving mechanism of the observed
asymmetry during PS IMF is likely to be associated with
kinetic processes. To eliminate the possibility that these pro-
ﬁles were due to a numerical/processing effect, we compiled
data under various averaging times, grid dimensions, and
selection criteria, and all maps agreed with the ones pre-
sented here. Figure 4c also suggests that there is adequate
data coverage within this region. Therefore, since the IMF
is typically aligned with the PS geometry, then an obvious
conclusion is that the described asymmetry is a predominant
feature of the MS velocity proﬁle.
6.2. Proton Density
[33] Previous experimental studies [Paularena et al.,
2001; Longmore et al., 2005; Walsh et al., 2012] have
demonstrated that larger proton densities are typically
located on the dawn ﬂank of the MS by magnitudes of
approximately 20%–25%. These studies also concluded that
the IMF cannot be the lone cause and in fact may not be the
controlling factor at all, especially during periods of solar
maximum. As a result, other mechanisms have been pro-
posed which include increased foreshock activity present on
the ‚k ﬂank, the role of upstream plasma waves, and the
validity of  across different ‚bn. In spite of this, the true
cause of this asymmetry remains somewhat unsolved. Our
results for proton density are presented in Figure 5 which are
based on THEMIS observations collected between August
2007 and April 2013. Both the experimental and simulated
results show a band of increased density immediately behind
the BS nose which corresponds to the region where the MS
plasma experiences the greatest compression. This “band”
eventually diminishes at  5 Re and then steadily decreases
moving along the tailward direction. The agreement between
the experimental and MHD results are apparent. Interest-
ingly, in the simulated environment, there appears to be a
small asymmetry favoring the dawn ﬂank which conforms
to the previously mentioned experimental studies. However,
our statistical results do not show clear evidence of this
asymmetry. Data binned for other IMF orientations also
showed no signs of favoring a speciﬁc ﬂank. A possible
explanation for the lack of observed asymmetry is that the
magnitude is not distinguishable on our color scale, and such
a delicate investigation is better suited to quantitative stud-
ies. In addition to this, Paularena et al. [2001] concluded
from their results that stronger density measurements were
present during periods of solar maximum. Since the interval
of data used to complete this study (2007–2013) corresponds
to a transient period from solar minimum (2007) to solar
maximum (2013), this asymmetry may not be observable.
To investigate this, we compiled statistics for the separate
intervals of 2007 to 2010 and then from 2010 to 2012, but
the orbital coverage during these times were not sufﬁcient to
draw any reliable conclusions. Despite that, with the increas-
ing availability of data during solar maximum, it may be
possible to investigate this in the future. Furthermore, the
exclusion of any obvious asymmetry in our results is consis-
tent with previous studies such that any density asymmetry
could be present but is likely to be on a comparable or lesser
extent than has been reported.
6.3. Magnetic Field Strength
[34] The normalized magnetic ﬁeld proﬁle of the MS
compiled from the theoretical and experiential data is pre-
sented in Figure 6. A clear result is the strong agreement
between our statistical results and those obtained from
MHD. First, both the simulated and experimental results
show a remarkably similar MS magnetic ﬁeld proﬁle and,
second, the average steady state magnetic ﬁeld strength
appears to be visibly larger on the ‚? ﬂank during PS
IMF conditions. This observation is most noticeable on the
‚? ﬂank in the region enclosed between 0 to 5 Re and is
present in both the mean and median plots. Although MHD
theory predicts this asymmetry, there has also been exper-
imental results which have reached this conclusion. Walsh
et al. [2012] used THEMIS data to investigate asymme-
tries of plasma properties close to the MP. In their statistical
data, the most proliﬁc difference in the dawn/dusk mag-
netic ﬁeld occurred around 3 to 4 h from noon. Although
these data were collected in close proximity to the MP,
our results tend to agree with their conclusions. Neˇmecˇek
et al. [2003] also performed a statistical study of the nor-
malized magnetic ﬁeld proﬁle and reported a much more
dynamic MS on the dayside in comparison to the nightside,
which is also supported by our results. There is strong agree-
ment between the magnetic ﬁeld proﬁles predicted from the
MHD theory and our experimental results. Such similari-
ties suggest that MHD theory performs reasonably well in
estimating the general magnetic ﬁeld proﬁle of the MS. Hav-
ing said that, waves observed in the MS (e.g., mirror mode
waves) [Verigin et al., 2006; Génot et al., 2009; Balikhin
et al., 2009; Balikhin et al., 2010] are kinetic by design
and have been shown to inﬂuence magnetic ﬁeld. As a result
of this, kinetic processes are likely to play some role in the
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formation of the MS magnetic ﬁeld proﬁle and cannot be
ignored. It is worth noting that in addition to Figure 6, we
compiled magnetic ﬁeld separately for PS and OPS IMF
and, in these data, stronger magnetic ﬁelds also favored the
‚? ﬂank. Since both the statistical and theoretical results
for PS and OPS data agree that the magnetic ﬁeld strength
is typically stronger on the more compressed ‚? ﬂank, then
there is strong evidence that the IMF plays a key role in the
MS magnetic ﬁeld asymmetry. The magnetic ﬁeld enhance-
ments on the ‚k ﬂank close to Xmipm  –20 Re manifest
in both averaged data sets and interestingly are a deviation
from MHD. These local enhancements could be attributed
to kinetic processes, however, the mechanism responsible is
currently unclear.
[35] The present paper has demonstrated the statistical
mapping of MS velocity, magnetic ﬁeld and density using
THEMIS measurements. The MIPM frame has been used
to overcome difﬁculties associated with the motion of the
MS boundaries induced by variations in upstream SW con-
ditions. Throughout the processing of experimental data, we
have made rigorous attempts to minimize any induced error
introduced at various stages. The greatest opportunity for
error in this case is the inaccuracy of the boundary mod-
els. To combat this, we have implemented various check
conditions to eliminate SW points from our results. A strict
selection criteria is also enforced to ensure reliability of our
statistical data. Results were also repeated for SW averages
of 30 min, and MS averages of 5 min and this did not change
our results. The described work presents a ﬂexible method-
ology which can be used to investigate the MS proﬁle of
various derived and measured plasma properties. In addi-
tion to this, multiple statistical data can be compiled based
on many variations of upstream conditions. The efforts to
retain the integrity of our data and the favorable agreement
between our results, MHD, and previous studies suggests
that there is sufﬁcient accuracy in these results to draw
reliable conclusions.
7. Conclusions and Summary
[36] This paper has addressed one of the main difﬁcul-
ties associated with statistical studies of the MS, which is
accounting for the signiﬁcant variations in the MP and BS
due to variations in the SW. The present work has addressed
this problem by converting THEMIS data which is ini-
tially in the GSE frame, to the more robust MIPM frame.
The MIPM frame uses boundary models to represent data
in terms of the fractional distance across the model MS.
We used THEMIS measurements collected between 2007
and 2013 and converted each probe location in the MS
to the MIPM frame which forms our statistical data. The
OMNI database is used as a means of evaluating the bound-
ary models and also provides the capability of preﬁltering
the statistical data. The latter permits multiple statistical
data to be compiled based on various upstream conditions
such as IMF orientation and SW plasma parameters. The
statistical data sets are then binned onto a cartesian grid-
space with individual bin dimensions of 0.5  0.5 Re. The
end results from this process are statistical maps of mag-
netic ﬁeld strength, density, and MS velocity. Our results
show asymmetry of magnetic ﬁeld and velocity favoring
the region of the MS associated with a quasi-perpendicular
BS, which agrees with both existing experimental and the-
oretical studies. Interestingly, the statistical data compiled
for density shows no conclusive evidence of asymmetry.
Nevertheless, the overall agreement between the experimen-
tal MS proﬁles and the simulated results are apparent for
each binned quantity. Discrepancies between MHD theory
and our experiential results exist, but this is expected due
to the presence of kinetic physics. The velocity asymmetry
showed no IMF dependence which strongly suggests that
other mechanism must be responsible. In contrast to this,
stronger magnetic ﬁeld strength appeared to favor the ‚?
region, which implies that the IMF orientation plays a role
in forming the MS magnetic ﬁeld proﬁle.
[37] To summarize, the main outcome from this work is
the application of the MIPM frame to the creation of sta-
tistical maps of MS plasma properties used to investigate
the presence of asymmetries for magnetic ﬁeld, density,
and velocity. Presented work has shown strong evidence for
asymmetry of magnetic ﬁeld and velocity but not density.
The methodology has the ﬂexibility and framework for fur-
ther development with the inclusion of improved boundary
models and the inclusion of additional data sources. The
described methodology will facilitate further study of other
derived and measured quantities using more sophisticated
upstream ﬁltering to closely investigate the dependence of
MS plasma properties on upstream conditions. All the con-
clusions originating from our statistical data are in good
agreement with previous experimental studies performed by
Petrinec et al. [1997], Paularena et al. [2001], Neˇmecˇek
et al. [2003], Longmore et al. [2005], & Walsh et al.
[2012]. Our results were validated by comparing our sta-
tistical data with runs from the BATS-R-US MHD model
where the general proﬁle of each parameter showed very
strong agreement.
Appendix A: Bow Shock Model Solution
[38] The geocentric distance to the bow shock is calcu-
lated from the solution of the following equation:
rBS cos( ) = r0 +  + Rs(M2as – 1)
–0.5(1 – )rBS sin( )
q
(M2as – 1)
–Rs(Mas2 – 1)K (A1)
where,
K =
s
1 –
(1 – )rBS sin( )
Rs
p
M2as – 1
+
(1 + )2r2BS sin
2( )
42R2s (M2as – 1)
(A2)
and,
 = R0b–2/5

b0
1.87 + 0.86/(b0)3/5
2/3
(A3)
and
b = 1 – cos2(bv)/M2a (A4)
 = 1/2 (A5)
0 = /(1 – ) (A6)
Rs = R0b–3/4

1.058 + b0
1.067
5/3
(A7)
 =
3.2
Mas + 1
(A8)
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In the above expressions, Rs and  are both shaping parame-
ters. 1,2 are the upstream and downstream plasma densities,
respectively. The downstream density at the bow shock nose
is not known; therefore, the Rankine-Hugoniot relation is
used to calculate this value [Zhuang and Russell, 1981;
Verigin et al., 2001].
3 –

A
B
+
A + 1 + (B + 2)C
BMa2
+
2
BMs2

2
–
C
BMa4

A +
2C
Ms2


+
1
BMa2
(A + 1

1 + C) + C

B
Ma2
+
4
Ma2

= 0
(A9)
where A =  –1 and B =  +1 and C = cos2 bv. The variable
 is the ratio of speciﬁc heats of the solar wind, in this study
it is assumed to be 5/3.
[39] The calculation of the parameter Mas is more
involved as it requires the exact MHD solution of the
asymptotic Mach cone angle !.
Mas =
1
sin(!)
(A10)
A1. The Mach Cone Angle Solution
[40] The solution of the Mach cone angle requires the triv-
ial solution of the following expression for the parameter !.
[Verigin et al., 2003]
tan(!) =
1
a
(A11)
However, this requires the computation of three additional
parameters a, b, and c
a(b, c,) = –b cos() + c sin() (A12)
C is determined from the solution of the following equation
c = tan()
 
M2aM2s
(M2a + M2s –

b sin (bv) + cos(bv))2
2 – b
!
(A13)
and b requires the solution of the following 10th-order
polynomial
tan2()

M2aM2s (b sin (bv) + cos(bv)) sin(bv)
1
– b
2
=
M2aM2s
M2a + M2s – (b sin (bv) + cos(bv))
2 – b
2 – 1 (A14)
The angle bv is the angle between the Vu and Bu. There are
several solutions to equation (A14), which correspond to the
fast and slow MHD shock modes. For the terrestrial bow
shock, we are only interested in the fast mode solution. The
roots all lie between the asymptotes determined by
b =
– cos bv ˙
p
Ma2 + Ms2
bv
(A15)
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